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1. INTRODUCTION 
Bernstein-Durrmeyer polynomial operators were introduced by J. L. 
Durrmeyer [ 111 for f~ L1 [0, 11. These operators were brought to 
the attention of the mathematical community through a paper of 
M. M. Derriennic [S] in 1981. M. Heilmann [13] considered the satura- 
tion of these operators in Lp (1~ p < co ). Z. Ditzian and K. G. Ivanov [9] 
and the author [lS] gave the inverse results in L, and C[O, 11. H. Berens 
and Y. Xu [3] gave the saturation and inverse theorems for a modified 
form of these operators with Jacobi weights. 
In the multidimensional case, the situation is somewhat more difficult. 
M. M. Derriennic [6] defined the operator and discussed some of its 
approximation properties. Recently, the author [19] solved the charac- 
terization problem for uniform approximation. In this paper, we give the 
L,-inverse theorems on a simplex. Proofs will be given only for the two- 
dimensional simplex, since the extension to more dimensions does not 
involve additional difficulties. 
The one-dimensional Bernstein-Durrmeyer operators are defined as 
Mn(f, x) = i Pn,,(x)b + 1) j-’ f’,,dt) f(t) dt, (1.1) 
k=O 0 
wherefELL,[O, l] (l<p<co), and Pn,k(~)=(;)~k(l-~)n-k. 
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Now let S = ( (x, y) : x + y < 1, x, y > 0} be the two-dimensional simplex. 
For f E L,(S), the two-dimensional Bernstein-Durrmeyer operators are 
given by 
au x9 9) = c Pn,k,m JC+?fZ<n (A YM + 2)(n + 1) rcI, Pn,kA& 1) fb> 2) ds & 
cn.21 
where Pn,k,m(~, v)= (;)(“ik) xkym(l -x- y)rrPk--m. 
We recall some notations. 
Denote (a/ax)f ((a/ay)f) as the derivative of the function f with respect 
to the first (second) variable. 
Let 
where for i= 1, 2, 3, 
4i(f>p = Ilfllp f dOi(S)p f dOi(fi)p + 4Oi(fiJp; 
f1(x9Y)=f(l-x-y,9), f2b,9)=f(x,1-x--y); 
For f E LP( S), we define the K-functional 
m 4p=dt$ {Ilf-dp+&(g),l. 
We use the symmetric difference A,, f (v) = f (v + he/%) - f(u - he/2) and 
&f(u) = AdA/J)(u) f or a vector v, h E R, and a fixed unit vector e. 
Denote e, = (1, 0), e2 = (0, 1). 
In the following sections, we fix some constants + =C a< c <b < $. 
2. RATE OF APPROXIMATION IN THE OPTIMAL CASE 
First we need some results for the one-dimensional Bernstein-Durrmeyer 
operators in [9]. 
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In the one-dimensional case, the weighted Sobolev space is defined as 
W;= (&LJO, l]:f’~A.C.r,,, cp2fk5,[0, I]>, (2.1) 
where q(x) = (x( 1 - x))“~. 
The K-functionals for f~ L,[O, 1 ] are given by 
&,.(f, t2), = ;J$ Nf- .dlp + t* ll~2g”ll,>~ (2.2) 
P 
K&i t2), = ,,Gi;~,,oc i Ilf- gllp + t2 ll~2s”ll, + t4 II d’ll,~. 
We have [lo] 
(2.3) 
K2,J.L t2), - K2,JJ; t2), 
where M is a constant independent off and t, 
d~f(x)=f(x+h)-2f(x)+f(x-h), if XE [h, 1 -h], 
&f(x) =o, otherwise. 
We need the modified Bernstein-Durrmeyer operators [4] 
MF(f, x) = i &&4(n + 2) jb’ Pn+ dt) f(t) dt. 
k=O 
(2.5) 
For these operators, we have the following results similar to those in 
[Is, 131. 
LEMMA 2.1. For f E LP [0, l] and M,h(f, x) defined by (2.5), we have a 
constant A independent off and n such that 
IIKY-fll, G&,.(f, l/n), 
< AM(n1~2~~1’2jd ld:,l~,f(x)lpdxdh)l’p, 
IIMTf-fIl,~A(llfllp+ llcp2f”IIpM~ + I), 
iff E w;. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
In the weighted Sobolev space W,, we have three different norms 
M(Mi=1,2,3. However, they are equivalent, which can be seen from the 
following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.2. For f E W,, we have 
43(f)p d Cd,(f),, (2.8) 
where C is a constant independent ofjI 










-(j-jy+z<2,3 lz(-$fl) (z, .+Wz)“n 
d wo*(f~ 1. 
By linear combinations of the above formulas with bounded coefficients, 
we can obtain the other estimates imilarly. 
To estimate the rate of approximation, we also need the following trivial 
result. 
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LEMMA 2.3. There exists a constant AI, depending only on {ci}:= 1 and 
p E [ 1, CC ), such that 
Pn,k,m(x, y) GM,@ + l)Pe3 for x+y6$ 
and (k+m)/naa, orfor x+ y>c and (k+m)/(n+ l)<a. (2.9) 
Now we can give the direct result in the optimal case. 
THEOREM 2.4. For 1 d p < co, f E W,, we have 
IID, f-fll, G wh(f)p/n~ 
where M’ is a constant independent off and n. 
ProoJ: Note that 
(2.10) 
D,f(x, Y)=Dnfl(l --X-Y, Y). 
We only prove 
IlDnf -f II Lp(x+y~2/3)~M’(llfllp+~Ol(f)p)/n. (2.11) 
We introduce a decomposition method for multidimensional Bernstein- 
type operators. 
First, let us assume f 1 x + y t b = 0. 
Define f,(t) =f(s, (1 - s)t), for s, t E [0, 11, we have 
D,f(x, ~)-ff(x, Y) 
= k$o P,,k(x)(n + 2) 1: pn,k(~) 
( 
n-k 




{Pn--k,mW -s))(f(s, t)-f(s, (1 -s)Y/(~ -x)))> dt ds 
0 > 




X P n-k,mtt/tl -S))dt 
0 > 
x(f(s, (I-s)Y/(~-xx))-f(+ u))}ds 
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:=I+J. (2.12) 
In the following part, we estimate these two terms. To estimate I, we use 
Hdlder’s inequality and Fubini’s Theorem, and obtain 
<J 1 ( i Pn,&Nn + 2) x+.v<2/3 k=O 
s 
1 
x P n+&) W,-,(fs y/(1 -xl)-fs(~l(l -x)flpds dxdy 
0 > 
< s i ()” kgo Pn,k(X)U - x)(n + 2) 1 
x P 1’ 0 n+l,&) (j-; IM,-,(f,,z)-fs(z)lP df) ds) dx 
From [9] or [13], we get 
s 
’ IM,-,(.L z)-f,(z)Ip dz 
0 
~qlfsll;+ II41 -4m)ll;)(~-~+ I)-“, (2.13) 
where C, is a constant independent of n, k, and f,. 
Thus, we have 
ll%&xfy<2,3) 
+ z(1 -z)(l -s)2 
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G CP i j2’3 Pn,,(x)(n + 2) j-; p, * l,k(S)(Y1 -k + 1) -p 
k=O 0 






Now let us choose, following [S], an integer m > p +- 1 dependent only 
on p, for which 
k$oP.k(r)(nl(n-k+ l))-“<Wz! (1 -s>-m. (2.14) 
Therefore by the assumption f)s+y2 b = 0, we obtain 
ayn+2)j1( i 
(P+ 1)/m 
Pn,k(sMfi--+ 1))Y n--P--l 
0 k=O 
X I.m YIP+ Al-S-Y) ($f) ($3 .dl’) dvds 
1 
1--s X Jj ( 0 0 If(s, y)lP+ /Y ($f) 6% Y)lP) 
x (,!)(P+l)‘m(l -s)-p-l&& 
~C,(n+2)n-P-1(1-b)-P~~(m!)(p+l)‘m 
where the constant CI, is independent off and YE. 
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To estimate J, we note that fjx+Y2 3,4 = 0; we have from (2.7) 
llJll~p(x+y~2,3) 
213 
d s s 
213 
dx lM,*(f(., (l-.)z),x)-f(x, (d-x)z)ipdz 
0 0 
< (2A)P j-:/3 dz 
x{@+Wp[[; lf(x,(l-x)z)lPdx 
+3f 1x(1-.I(-$) (x, (l-xIz)/” 
+~zx(l-x)(~f)~x,(1-x);i/D 
+ ix{1 -x)z’($f) (x, (1 -x)4jpdx 
~(211)p(n+l)-“~1j:‘~~If(x,~)~“,(l-x)dydx 
+~6~~p~~+l~-~~~~~x~lx(~~)i*i,l 
+~W’(-&f) (4 Y)ip 
+l~(~f)(x,l)lji(l-x)dxd,: 
< 4(2AJP(n + I)-” llfll ; + 12(6AYb + 1 )-“~~oIUI,Y 
We have now proved that for f E Wp and flx+y2b = 0, 
IIDJ” -f II L,(x+y<2/3)< c6’(tlflip+~Ol(f),)/n, (2.15) 
holds with a constant Cl: depending only on p. 
For f E Wp, we now choose t,b~P, I+I~+~<~= 1 and $/x+y2b=0, an 
define g = $f and h = f - g. We now write 
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x Pn,/c,m(~, t) I4s, t)l ds dt 
Ii L,(x+ y<2/3) 
(2.16) 
For the second term, we use Lemma 2.3, and obtain 
II 
c Pn,k,m(X, u)tn + 2)(n + I) 
(k + m)/n 2 n 
X 
!+i 
Pn,k,&, t) JNs, t)l ds dt 
s Lp(x+y<2/3) 
X l!- c &,k,mh 1) /.I%, t)/ ds d 
Sk+m<n 
We also have from Lemma 2.3 and the assumption (1 - QG)I~+~ G C = 0 
c &t,k,&, v)@ + 2)(n + l) 
(k + m)/n <a 
X Pn,k,m(S> t> I(1 - $(s> t))/(s, t)l ds dt 
II Lp(x+yS2/3) 
,< c Pn,k,m(X, v)(n + 2)!n + I> 
(k + m)/n -c a 
X Mpn-p-3 If(s, t)l dsdt (I+ 11~11,) 
L&c+y<22/3) 
<JJM,cl + II~II,)n-P~‘3(~+2)(~+ 1) Ilfll,/~ 
< 8Mp(1 + ll11/ll ,I Ilfllpl~. 
For the first term, we need to estimate qSOl(g)P in terms of 
doI( f II&. We estimate only Il~((~2/W g)k y)Il~~~~+~~3~4~~ since 
the other two terms can be estimated in the same way. 
From our condition on $, we know that 
*I x+y>b =o and X+.Y<C =o. 
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Therefore we have 
Now for any y E [c, b], we define a function 
h,(z) =f((3/4 - Y)Z, Y) 
and write using [ 151 
= j; j(3/4-Y)(if) ((3/4-Yk +77z 
I 3/4--Y = (3/4-y)P-1 0 1(&f) b, .Jox 
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< (314 - b) Pp I314 M;(3/4 - y) 
0 
d (3/4 - b)-PM;Wll~ + (9okf),)“)~ 
Therefore we obtain from (2.17) 
~~~(~s)~~~~~~~~~~~+~~~,~~~~~~ll~ll~+molo.~ 
with a constant Mpu depending only on p. 
We also have 
4odWp d M;(llfll, + dokf),). (2.18) 
Thus, combining all the above estimates with (2.16), we obtain 
1lDn.f -f II Lp(x+Y<2/3) 
d C;Wll m Ilfll, + M;(llfll, + 4odf),)Y~ + 16M,U + IWII co) Ilfll,l~, 
which implies (2.11). 
Our proof is complete. 
3. LEMMAS 
To prove our inverse results, we now give some lemmas. 
On the two-dimensional simplex, the Bernstein operators are given by 
4z(.L x2 Y) = 1 f(wh m/n) Pn,k,m(x, Y). (3.1) 
k+m<n 
Z. Ditzian obtained the following moments of B,(f, x, y) in [7]. 
LEMMA 3.1. For B,(f(s, t), x, y) given by (3.1), we have 
M& 4 Y) = x; 
B,(?, x, y) = x2 + x( 1 - x)/n; 
4@, x, Y) = (I- l/n) xy; 
B,((1-s-t)2,X,y)=(1-x-y)2+(X+y)(l-x-y)/n. 
(3.2) 
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Similar expressions can be given for the second variable. 
Let 
I n,k,m(xs Y)=+U -x-~)-~f’,,k,m(x, YM- l)(l -x-YY)~ 
-2k(n-k-m)x(l-x-y)+(n-k-m)(n-k-m-1)x2), 
P-3) 
where the first(third) term vanishes if k = 0 (k + m = n), and 




For the above formulas, we have 
LEMMA 3.2. For x + y < $, there hold 
*+;<, I~n,k,mk Yl G 232 
and 
,,;<, IJn,k,m(x, y)l d 5~. 
ProoJ: From Lemma 3.1, we have 
(3.5) 
(3.4) 
,,‘I<, l~n,k,m(X7 Y)I 
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We have, using H6lder’s inequality and Lemma 3.1, 
,,?<. IJn,k,m(X~ VII
. 
<(x~)-“2(1-x-JJ-1 (n -k - m) XYPn,k,m(X, Y)
kfm<n 
+ 1 [(Pn,k,m(X, .#” ik(l-x-y)-(n-k-m)xi 
k+m$n 




The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.3. For In,k,m(x, y) and J,,,k,m(x, y) given by (3.3) and (3.4), 
there hold 
ss iln,k,m(X, y)l dx d. Q 2/n (3.8) s 
ss IJn,k,m(X, v)l dx dy <2/n. s 
ProoJ: Denote Pn,k,m (x, y) = 0, if (k/n, m/n) 4 S 
By the equality 
(3.9) 
JJ P n,k,m(X,Y)dxdy=(n+2)-1(n+1)-1, s 
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Q ss Pn,&JX, y)(P(l - x - y)/x - 2k(n -k-m) s 
+(n-k-m)*x/(l-x-y)$k(l-x-y)/x 
+(M-k--)x/(1-x-y))dx dy 
= ss (Pn,&l,m(X, y)(n-k-m+ l)(k+ 1)-2&n-k-m) s 
XP n,k,*k Y) + Pn,k+ l,m (x, y)(k+l)jn-k-mml))dxdy 
=2(n-m+l)(n42)p’(n+1)-’ 
< 2/n. 
In the same way, by (3.7) and Hiilder’s inequality, we have 
ss lJn,dx, Y)I dx 4 S 
6 s(xY)-1’2(1-X-y)-1p~,k,n,(X,Y)i(lZ-----m)x?i JY 




n,k.mk y)l(l -x - Y) dx civ 
m 
X (n -k - m) ~f’n,,wk v)/(l -x - Y) dx dy 
s 











<((k+l)(n+2)-1(n+l)-1(m+ I)(n+2)-‘(la+ l)-‘p 
+ ((n-nz)(n+2)-‘(ni- l)-‘(n-k)(n+2)-‘(M+ 1)pL)1’2 
< 2/n. 
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The proof is complete. 
Now let us give the derivatives of the operators. Let 
F n,k,m = (n + 2)(n + 1) jj p,z, k, m(% 1) fb, t) ds dt. (3.10) 
S 
LEMMA 3.4. For D,(J; x) given in (1.2), we have 
=x -‘(l -x - Y)-’ i “ik ln,k,m(‘? Y) I;n,k,m 
k=O m=O 
(3.11) 




(3.13) =(xY)-1’2(1 -x-y)-l i: “fk J&*(X, J’)I;,,,, 
k=O m=O 
=n(n-l) i nik Pnp2,k-l,m-l(X, y) 
k=l m=l 
x(F,,k,,-E;,,k-,,,-F,,k,,-,+F,,,~,,,~,). (3.14) 
Since the proof of this lemma is the same as that in [7], we omit it here. 
We can now give the Bernstein-type inequality as follows. 
LEMMA 3.5. For 16 p < co, f E L,(S), we have 
h(D,f), G 8On Ilfll,. (3.15) 
ProoJ It is sufficient to estimate &,l(D,f)p. 
For 1< p < co, let q = p/( p - 1); then we have from the above lemmas 
IIB,k,m(X, V)i iFn,k,m I’) dx& 
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X 
II” 
iJ;z,k,mtX, Y)I dxdAn+2)*@+ 1)’ 
x+y<3/4 
Plq 
X P n,k,mb t) ds dt 
X P n,k,mb t) I./-b> t)i” ds dt 
> 
d (80)pnp llfll;; 
<4p j-1 ( 1 lJn.k,m(X, Y)l)p’q 
X+-Y<314 k+m<n 
iJn,k,mtX> Y)i iFn,k,m I*) dxdy 
d 4q 5n)P’4 
k+;<,, “x+YG3:4 
iJn,k,mtX, Y)I dx Mn -I- 2)b + 11 
x P Ii n,k,,,h t) if(s> t)i” ds df s 
G @O)PnP llfll;. 
For p = 1, the proof is easier, since we need only use Lemma 3.3 an 
and hence we omit it here. 
The estimate of II y((a2/8y2) D,f)(x, y)lILPCx+yG3,4j can be given in the 
same way, and our proof of the Bernstein-type inequality is complete. 
LEMMA 3.6. For 1 6 p < CO, D,(A x, y) given in (1.2) and f E Wp, we 
have 
4,ULf), G bW-lp> (3.16) 
where L is a constant independent off and n. 
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Prooj By Lemma 2.2, we need only prove 
d2mf)p G hw),~ 
with a constant L independent off and n. 
Following the fact that 
(~J-)l(X~ Y) = (~n(fl))(X, Y), 
we need only prove 
d02(w)p d wolu-1, + Ilfll,). (3.17) 
First let us assume flx+ytb = 0. We note that 
pn,k,m(x~ Y) - Pn,k- l,m(x? Y) 
= -(LPE+~.k,m) (4 y)/(n+ 11, for k2 1, 
and 
P n,k,m(X9 Y) - 2P,,k- l,rn(X~ Y) + pn,k-*,m(x, Y) 
=((n+2)(n+l))-’ (XT Y)? for k>2, (3.18) 
and use (3.12) and Hiilder’s inequality to write for lx p < co 
O-1) c xP,-2,,-2,,(x,Y)(n+2)(n+l) 
kt2 
x s (fb t)(Pn,k,m(h t)-2Pn,k-l,m(~, l) 
+ Pn,k-2,,&, t))) ds dt ' dx dv 
= n 1 @-l)Pn-,,k-,,mb, Y) 
) (s, t)drdr)dxdy 
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z2 
[.I” i 




x Pn+2,k,mb, t) -fk t) ds dt dx 4 
s as2 
= 
“I . I 









.n(ni.J(n:n+ljj-lj-j-S ls(;f)(s, t(dsdt 
eh(f),. (3.19) 
Now for any f E W,, we choose the same function $ as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.4. Then we have by (2.18) and (3.19) 
~l~(~o.(~f))(x,~)~i~~1~+~~2,3~~2~~~(~f)~ 
~2qNlfll,+ dol~f~pl> 
where A&; is a constant independent off and n. 
Let F;,k;m = b+2)b+ l)fjsPn,k,m(& t)(l -b&c t)).t@', t) dsdf. 




11 I It 1 Pn-l,k-l,m(X> y)(k-l) xfy<2/3 ka2 
P 
X (F~,k,m-2F~,k-l,,+F~,k--,m) dx dy 
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4-x+y<2,3 (n2 z M*n-p-3 
(k+m-l)/(n--l)ra 
ka2 
-l-n2 c pn-Lk-1,mk Y)b42)(n+1) 
(kfm-;c(;-l)<a 
/ 
’ ~‘x+y42,3 { 
4P-‘(n+2)(n+W + 111//1lm) jj Ifh f)l dsdt s 
-t-4~~n-Y-3~2(~+2)(n+1)(1+l)~)J,)~~ If(.s,t)ldsdt ‘dxdy 
s 
6 @4M,(l+ ll$llm) Ilfll,)“* 
Therefore we have proved for f E W,, 1 L p < 03, 
The case p = 1 is easier to prove with the same method, and we omit it. 
In the same way, by Lemma 3.4 we can write 
The proof is now complete. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
Using all the above lemmas, we can now state and prove our inverse 
theorems. Here the decomposition method which the author introduced 
previously [20] is crucial. 
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THEOREM 1. For 1 fpc 00, f e L,,(S), and 0 <U-C 1, the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) P,f-fll,=WW; 
(21 m QP = O(q; (4.29 
(3)(i) Il4&f(-X> Y)lILp(xty~bb,x~hZ)~nah2a; $4.3) 
l14&f(X1 Y)IILp(X+y~b,y~t*)~Mt2a; 
lI~h& 4&*f(4 Y)II L,,(x + y < b, Y > h2/4, y a t*/4) ’ < MPh”, (4.4) 
where M is a constant independent of h, t > 0. 
(ii) Condition (3)(i) is validfor fi(x, y) = f(l -x - y, y); 
(iii) Condition (3)(i) is validfor f2(x, y) =f(x, I -x-y). 
Proof: The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Theorem 2.4, 
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, and a result of A. Grundmann [12j. 
Now suppose (2) holds, i.e., K(f, t)P < Aft”. 
Note that for x > h2, 
~<4x~h&)=1+hx-‘:2<~ 
2‘ dx - 2 2’ 
We have for any ge W,, h<$-b<i, 
lld:&lf(x, Y)11Lp(x+y<b,x>h2) 
d IIf-&+ Ilfb+h&, A-&+h&, Y)lILp(E) 
+ IIf+h&2 ~h+h,,‘% .Y)IL+,+ ll4&g(x, vK,~~,, 
Here the domain E= ((x, y):x+y<b,x3h*}. 
We now use a fact in Cl]: 
-h,2((4.+~+t)(l-y-s-t))~1d~dr<6h2(y(1-y))-1r (4.5) 
for O<h<i, y3h. 
Note that 
x1/2/(x1/2 +u + v) d 1 + h/(h + u + v), (4.6) 
for x > h2, u, v E ( -h/2, h/2). 
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x(x+ (u+u)x”~)-~ dudv 
-h/2 
hl2 
X x(x+ (u+v)x1’2)-1 
-h/2 
x (x+(u+v)x”~) (x+(u+u)x”~,~) 
<(6h2/(l-b1/2))P-’ jj”’ (l+h/(h+u+v))dudv 
-h/2 
X (x+(u+v)x”~, y) ‘dxdy 
The estimate for p = 1 can be given in a similar way. 
Thus we obtain 
Ildk&z,f(X~ Ykp(x+y<b,x>h2) 
< 60 inf 
i?e wp 
{l/f- gllp + h24,( g),} < 60Mh2”. 
Other conditions in (3) can be obtained similarly, and hence we have 
shown that (2) implies (3). 
NOW suppose (3) holds; we want to prove (1). It is sufficient to prove 
IPJ-f II LPCx+yG 2,3J = 0(nP). From the proof of Theorem 2.4, we can 
assume flx+yPa=O. 
We also have the decomposition formula 
DJ-f=I+J, 
as in (2.12). So we estimate these two terms, respectively. 
From [9] and (2.4), we have for s E (0, 1 ), 0 < k < II, 
llw4(Lkfxp~0,1, 
<&&z-k+ l)1’2j;n-Ctl)-1njo1 Id&&-,(z)(Pdzdh, (4.7) 
where the constant iPP is independent of k, n, and s. 
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For s E (0, a], y E (0, b( 1 -s)] and, h 6 b - a, we have 
0 < y1’2/4 d ql( y/( 1 - s))/2 < y”*; 









0 .i 0 
/A:~J;J-(s~ v)l” dv dWf1 -$I. 
Thus, we have, from the above estimate and the assumption flx+yan = 0, 





n+l&) ll~n~df,) -LIKpco,l, d.s dx 
I 
< c p,,k(x)(l--s)(n+2)~~P,+l,k~~)~p(n-k+1)”242 
O<kfn<b 
X IA:,JJ(s, u)l” dy dh ds & 
1 P,,k(x)(1-x)(n+2)i]:p~~~,k(s!2P ilf,ips 
< 1 P,,k(x)(1-x)jn+2)~~P,+,,k(.F)~~ 
dX 
‘x 
+ j-y3 { c pn,k(x)(l - x)(n + 21 
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< (n + 2)(n + 1)-‘1$,(2nb)“~4~ j;+-“’ dh 
where the constant &?; is independent of ~1. Here, we have used the fact 
that for 0 <x < $, kJn > b, 
P,&(X) d ii@-“-’ (4.8) 
holds with @i a constant independent of n, k and x. 





< dz IM:(f(., (l-.)z),x)-.0x, (l-xb)lpdx 
0 0 
+ 4rp(x)nezf(x - Wx), (1 - x)z) 
+2A +fw(x)=? A --hvp(x) elf (x - b(x)/2, (1 -x - hGY2b)IP dx 1 . 
(4.9) 
By the assumption flx+Ya (I =O, we have for n>(c--)-2 
s 
2’3 dzn1/2j;-“* dh j; 14: hqp(x)e,f(x> (1 -x - b(xb)lP d.x 
0 
<n112 j;+” dh j; dx j;13 (A: ht,++Jk (1 -x - &(x)z)lP dz 
<4n1/’ c” dh j;dx j(1-‘-hq’r)‘2’3 IA&cxJe,f(x,y)(Pdy 
Note that for x E [O, c - JJ], 
xl/“/2 < q(x) <x112. 
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We obtain from Lemma 2.2.1 of [lo] 
The other two terms in (4.9) can be estimated in a similar way. 
Therefore, 
IIDJ -f II L&c+y<2/3) = u(n-x)~ 
and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Remark. Another way of proving Theorem 1 is to give an interpolation 
theorem which is similar to that in [lo]. 
The inverse theorem for m-dimensional Bernstein-Durrmeyer operators 
on the simplex is given in the following. 
i th 
For MEN, let S= ((x,)~R~:~~~~x~<l, x,30), ei=(O, . . . . 0, I,O, .~.,O), 
x = (Xl) .,.) x,), k = (k,, . . . . k,), and 
The m-dimensional Bernstein-Durrmeyer operators are given by 
THEOREM 2. For 1 d p < co, f E L,(S), <cx<l, the foollowitig 
statements are equivalent: 
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(ii) For 1 6 j< m, (2)(i) is validfor fj which is defined by 
Thus for multidimensional Bernstein-Durrmeyer operators, we have 
solved the characterization problem in the non-optimal cases in LP 
(1% p < co) and C(S). The saturation conditions, however, still remain 
open. 
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